DETOX

I take one hit of you
Now I’m hooked on your presence
Your toxins are powerful
No match to my defense
The damage is rapid
I’m stagnant with no sense
Time to cleanse my soul of you
And meditate on your absence
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EYE * EYE

I naively look into your eyes and tell you I love you
You savagely look into mine and tell me your lies
The tears sting as they fall
My vision, blurred
No longer blinded by your beautifully crafted physique, I dry these eyes and say
FUCK YOU

The End
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HeadACHE

He’s a headache
A feeling I can’t shake
He make da kitty quake

The skies rumble
I kind of stumble and my world crumbles

He’s a headache
A pain I can’t shake
But he make da kitty quake

So I get humble
Until I tumble and the world crumbles

He’s a headache
Makes my body shake
And da kitty quake

But the love is jumbled
My heart fumbled and our world crumbled

He’s my headache. Pills can’t shake. I learn to fight the quakes.

Now your skies rumble
Your pride tumbles
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Yet you’re not humbled
So you stumble
As your world crumbles

Now I’m your HEARTACHE
Reality that won’t shake as your brain quakes
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MOOD
A Short Story

I roll over and roll up. Craving a burn, I pass over the papers for a blunt. I’m in a mood again, I
need to forget. The feeling is back, so I flick the BIC.
I get high to drain my thoughts of you.
I get high to numb the touch of you.
Sometimes I miss you. Most times I hate you.
I stay high to keep from seeing blues.
I stay high to keep from killing you.

THE END
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Untitled

Blinded love bought us broken promises and burning tears that fall onto our bleeding hearts
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WINNING

If you loved me, you’d fight for me
You wouldn’t be content with losing me
The thought would toss you into the ring and fight unlimited rounds

But then again, am I worth the fight?
Do you feel like the hard work?
The dedication and determination?

My love for you had no measure
No words would do it justice
All that I did for you were my merits of love

I did it because my heart said you deserved it
Even through the times my mind said ‘Nah’
My heart won every fight, every round

Now, the gloves are off
I’m quitting the next round
The fight in me has died
Along with the love I had for you

I’m leaving the ring
I’m leaving you
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YOU

Don’t blame my attitude
Blame your actions

Don’t blame my stubbornness
Blame your selfish ways

Don’t blame my past
Blame your present

It’s not me
It’s you

You ruined You

Which ruined US
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